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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document summarises the main content of deliverable D1.2, which regards the
continuation of implementation alignments between relevant vocabularies for the case studies
and integrating the vocabularies and alignments (from this deliverable and the previous ones,
D1.1 and D1.3). As part of this we developed an Electronic Program Guide DataWarehouse
(DWH) that is used by the different case studies as an integrated data source and also to be a
source for testing the various recommender algorithms.
For program genre alignments, we created a set of manually aligned genre identifiers for
most of the relevant (video) content. Due to its quality, the rich vocabularies and elaborate
schemas, we selected TV-Anytime as the standard schema in NoTube for annotating the
various aspects of the programmes.
The BBC's Lonclass ("London Classification") is a subject classification system used
internally at the BBC throughout its archives. We discuss alignments between Lonclass and
GeoNames and WordNet.
Next we discuss a number of automated alignment algorithms which we have evaluated with
the so-called “instance-based matching” approach. These algorithms need a dataset of
instances where each item is classified in two different sources. For that we used IMDB and
Freebase.
In order to publish semantic annotation of services, we discuss the connection between a
platform for publishing semantic annotation, iServe and NoTube. As concrete results we
present the RDF description of the LUPedia services.
Finally we present the Korean Wordnet RDF/OWL Conversion in the form of an iPhone
application. This application that allows users to search the KT VOD DB by English. It takes
terms in English as an input, convert them into Korean words and returns matching VOD
lists.
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1.

EPG Datawarehouse
1.1. Introduction

More and more broadcast data gets published in most notably as linked data: generic
knowledge such as DBpedia, domain data such as instances from the BBC Programmes
Ontology, linguistic data such as W3C Wordnet service data like instances of WSMO-lite, or
user data like FOAF instances or MySpace metadata. This knowledge can be accessed in
various ways: SPARQL endpoints, Java APIs, and REST-style Web-services. Programmers
combine these sources to create migration services for other programmers or end-user (mashup) applications.
The EPG Datawarehouse (DWH) is an automated system that collects Electronic Programme
Guide data (EPG) from a selection of the above mentioned linked data sources, including:
-‐ TVGids.nl (via crawlers)
-‐ BBC.co.uk (via crawlers)
-‐ Engin (via an API interface)
-‐
Next it uses various sources to enrich EPG data, taking into account data from various
sources, such as:
-‐ IMDB (via dumps and API)
-‐ DBPedia (via dumps and API)

Figure 1: EPG Datawarehouse as content service

The role of the DWH is to provide the NoTube infrastructure and the other work packages
with (enriched) programme guide data, see Figure 1. In the next section we will explain the
various techniques and services developed to make the DWH operational.
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1.2. Acquisition of EPG metadata

Based on a broadcast, one can extract various additional metadata, related to a programme.
With a number of grabbers we gather data and store them into the DWH. Next we enrich this
data with metadata, see Figure 2.

.
Figure 2: The EPG datawarehouse acquisition process

For example in Figure 3 original data from BBC website is shown, Figure 4 contains
enrichment from DBPedia and Figure 3 shows how this is stored in the EPG database.

Figure 3: Example of a BBC Broadcast, c.f. http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006nb9z
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Figure 4: Example of DBPedia-enriched EPG data

"id":"1",
"channel":"1",
"title":"Bargain Hunt",
"description":"An engaged couple take on a pair of divorcees at
the Mona Showground on Anglesey.",
"start":"2011-02-02 12:15:00",
"stop":"2011-02-02 13:00:00",
"category":"",
"pid":"p00dgt5j",
"brandid":"2651",
"brandtitle":"",
"score":"-1",
"votes":"-1",
"genreid":"-1",
"picture":"",
"enrichment":"",
"source":"http:\/\/www.bbc.co.uk\/bbcone\/programmes\/schedules\/lond
on.xml",
"original":"p00dgt5j<\/pid>2011-02-02T12:15:00Z<\/start>2011-0202T13:00:00Z<\/end>2700<\/duration>b00ybvl3<\/pid>13<\/position>An
engaged couple take on a pair of divorcees at the Mona Showground on
Anglesey.<\/short_synopsis>2580<\/duration>Series 28,
Anglesey
16<\/subtitle><\/display_titles>b00x87b9<\/pid>28<\/position>32<\/exp
ected_child_count>b006nb9z<\/pid>0<\/is_available_mediaset_pc_sd>0<\/
is_legacy_media><\/programme><\/broadcast>",
"name":"BBC ONE",
"image":"http:\/\/www.bbc.co.uk\/tv\/channels_common\/1\/images\/chan
nels\/one.jpg",
"uri":"",
"freebase":"http:\/\/www.freebase.com\/view\/en\/bbc_one"
},

Figure 5: Example enriched of a BBC Broadcast, c.f. http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006nb9z,
source: http://services.notube.tv/epg/datawarehouse.php?service=getprogrammestoday&pp=true
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1.3. DWH interoperability services

A number of services are related to exchanging EPG data1:
-‐ get channels,
-‐ get programmes
-‐ get enrichments.
The services are made available via a REST API. These services can be found at:
http://services.notube.tv/epg/datawarehouse.php.See Figure 6.

Figure 6: Except of online Datawarehouse services, c.f. http://services.notube.tv/epg/datawarehouse.php

For every service there are a number of export functionalities, including: JSON, RDF and
TVAnytime. In the next section we present a number of outputs of the DWH service.

1

http://notube.sti2.org/wiki/index.php/Services/Zapperdatawarehouse
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1.4. Results

In this section we outline extracts from a number of interoperability services the DWH
endpoint, including:
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

broadcasts in the JSON format,
enrichment in the JSON format,
channel description in RDF,
programme description in RDF format, and
a programme description in TVA format.

All data is accessible from http://services.notube.tv/epg/datawarehouse.php.

{
"id":"4",
"channel":"4",
"title":"The Children Who Built Victorian Britain",
"description":"The child workers whose exploitation was key to the success of the
Industrial Revolution.",
"start":"2011-01-02 00:00:00",
"stop":"2011-01-02 01:00:00",
"pid":"p00dg55s",
"brandid":"13862",
"source":"http:\/\/www.bbc.co.uk\/bbcfour\/programmes\/schedules.xm",
"name":"BBC FOUR",
"image":"http:\/\/www.bbc.co.uk\/tv\/channels_common\/1\/images\/channels\/four.jpg",
"freebase":"http:\/\/www.freebase.com\/view\/en\/bbc_four"
},

Figure
7:
Extract
of
one
broadcast
in
the
JSON
format,
http://services.notube.tv/epg/datawarehouse.php?service=getprogrammestoday&pp=true

c.f.

"name":"programmeuri",
"value":"b00c0l7t",
"URL":"http:\/\/www.bbc.co.uk\/programmes\/b00c0l7t#programme",
"source":"BBC"
},
{
"name":"short_synopsis",
"value":"A
antiques.",

team

of

students

take

on

a

team

of

teachers

"URL":"http:\/\/www.bbc.co.uk\/programmes\/b00c0l7t",
"source":"BBC"
},
{
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"name":"source",
"value":"http:\/\/www.bbc.co.uk\/bbcone\/programmes\/schedules\/london\/2010\/05\/03.xml",
"URL":"",
"source":"BBC"
},
{
"name":"channelography",
"value":"Bargain Hunt",
"URL":"http:\/\/channelography.rattlecentral.com\/programmes\/b00c0l7t",
"source":"channelography"
},
{
"name":"DBPedia",
"value":"Bargain_Hunt.rdf",
"URL":"http:\/\/dbpedia.org\/data\/Bargain_Hunt.rdf",
"source":"DBPedia"
},
{
"name":"dbpedia-owl:channel",
"value":"http:\/\/dbpedia.org\/resource\/Bargain_Hunt",
"URL":"http:\/\/dbpedia.org\/resource\/BBC_One",
"source":"DBPedia"
},
{
"name":"dbpedia-owl:country",
"value":"http:\/\/dbpedia.org\/resource\/Bargain_Hunt",
"URL":"http:\/\/dbpedia.org\/resource\/United_Kingdom",
"source":"DBPedia"
},
{
"name":"dbpedia-owl:format",
"value":"http:\/\/dbpedia.org\/resource\/Bargain_Hunt",
"URL":"http:\/\/dbpedia.org\/resource\/Game_show",
"source":"DBPedia"
},
{
"name":"dbpedia-owl:format",
"value":"http:\/\/dbpedia.org\/resource\/Bargain_Hunt",
"URL":"http:\/\/dbpedia.org\/resource\/16:9",
"source":"DBPedia"
},
{
"name":"dbpedia-owl:numberOfSeasons",
"value":"http:\/\/dbpedia.org\/resource\/Bargain_Hunt",
"URL":"",
"source":"DBPedia"
},

Figure 8: Extract of one enrichment in the JSON format, c.f.
http://services.notube.tv/epg/datawarehouse.php?service=getannotation&pid=b00c0l7t&pp=true
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<rdf:Description
rdf:about="http://purl.org/identifiers/epg/Channel/eu/cnederland_1">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://purl.org/identifiers/epg/Channel"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="eu">Nederland 1</rdfs:label>
<dcterms:relation rdf:resource=""/>
<foaf:img rdf:resource="http://www.lyngsat-logo.com/hires/nn/nederland1.png"/>
<owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://www.freebase.com/view/en/nederland_1"/>
</rdf:Description>

Figure 9: Extract of a channel description in RDF,
c.f. http://services.notube.tv/epg/datawarehouse.php?service=getchannelsrdf&pp=true

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/#"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
xmlns:ebu_epg="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/EPG/EBU_EPG.owl#"
xmlns:ebu_tva="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/TVA.owl#"
xmlns:nt="http://www.notube.tv#things.owl"
xmlns:ebu_av="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/AV/EBU_OWL_AVAttributes_ontology.owl#"
>
<!--total of 9 tv prorgams -->
<rdf:Description>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/EPG/EBU_EPG.owl#ScheduleEvent"/>
<dc:title>Tatlı Sert</dc:title>
<ebu_epg:hasProgrammeSynopsis>Cinayetler, tecavüzler, adam kaçırma olayları ve miras
davaları gibi olaylar bu programda bütün açıklığıyla tartışılıyor ve bir çözüme
kavuşturulmaya çalışılıyor. Sorunlarına bir çözüm bulamayan insanlar Müge Anlı&amp;#039;ya
başvuruyor. Programda alanlarında uzman bir hukukçu ve psikiyatrist yer alıyor.
Ayrıca
sosyal sorumluluk projelerine de yer veriliyor. Kadın sağlığı, çocuklar ve yaşlılar ile
ilgili pek çok yardım kampanyasının startı veriliyor.</ebu_epg:hasProgrammeSynopsis>
<ebu_epg:ScheduleEventPublishedStartTime>2011-0202T10:00:00Z</ebu_epg:ScheduleEventPublishedStartTime>
<ebu_epg:ScheduleEventPublishedEndTime>2011-0202T13:00:00Z</ebu_epg:ScheduleEventPublishedEndTime>
<nt:hasBroadcastChannel rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/"/>
<ebu_tva:DeliveryMode rdf:about="televsionbroadcast"/>

Figure 10: Extract of a programme description in RDF,
c.f.
http://services.notube.tv/epg/datawarehouse.php?service=getprogrammesperiodrdf&channelid=83&start
=2011-02-02%2010:00&stop=2011-02-02%2023:55&pp=true
<tva:ScheduleEvent>
<tva:Program crid="http://services.notube.be/broadcast/p00dgt5k"/>
<tva:InstanceDescription>
<tva:Title>BBC News at One</tva:Title>
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<tva:Synopsis>National and international news stories from the
BBC News team, followed by weather.</tva:Synopsis>
</tva:InstanceDescription>
<tva:PublishedStartTime>2011-0202T13:00:00Z</tva:PublishedStartTime>
<tva:PublishedEndTime>2011-02-02T13:30:00Z</tva:PublishedEndTime>
</tva:ScheduleEvent>

Figure 11: Extract of a programme description in TVA.
c.f.
http://services.notube.tv/epg/datawarehouse.php?service=programmesperiodtva&channelid=1&start=20
11-02-02%2010:00&stop=2011-02-02%2023:55&pp=true

Figure 12: EPG Datacloud, showing number of broadcasts, programmes and enrichments
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Figure
13:
Overview
of
number
http://services.notube.tv/epg/epgvalidation.php

2.

of

programmes

per

channel,

see:

Program Genre alignments

2.1. Introduction

In D1.3 we described our first set of genre alignments. As mentioned in there, given the
nature of the NoTube project (integrated project), we focus on creating alignments between
the data provided by the content partners in the project (RAI, BBC, KT, Engin, etc) in order
to allow interoperability and adhere to the multi-lingual requirements.
We created a set of manually aligned genre identifiers for most of the relevant (video)
content. Due to its quality, the rich vocabularies and elaborate schemas, we decided to use
TV-Anytime2 as the standard schema in NoTube for annotating the various aspects of the
programmes. TV-Anytime has an extensive genre vocabulary, which Jean-Pierre Evain also
made available3

2
3

http://www.etsi.org/website/technologies/tvanytime.aspx
http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml
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We extended this work with adding the alignment in SKOS between TV-Anytime and
Korean television.
2.2. Results

Concrete results of the program genre alignment can be found in Figure 14. Full version can
be found http://notube.sti2.org/wiki/images/0/08/KT-TVA2002_Genre_mapping_table.xls

Figure 14: Example of the SKOS alignments between TV-Anytime genres and Korean
Television genres

3.

Lonclass
3.1. Introduction

The BBC's Lonclass ("London Classification") is a subject classification system used
internally at the BBC throughout its archives. It is derived from the Universal Decimal
Classification (UDC), itself a reworking of the earlier Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC).
Lonclass dates from the 1960s. The BBC adaptation of UDC preserves the core features that
distinguish UDC from DDC: an emphasis on a compositional semantics that allows new
items to be expressed in terms of relationships between known items. There are 300,000
subject terms in the Lonclass vocabulary.
Lonclass and UDC (like DDC) are expressed using codes based on decimal numbers. Unlike
DDC, the Lonclass and UDC codes use additional punctuation to express patterns of
relationships and re-usable qualifiers. While Lonclass makes a few structural adjustments to
the UDC system to support its emphasis on TV and radio content, its main distinction is in
the actual set of topics that are recorded within its authority file and within specific BBC
catalogue records.
A Lonclass or UDC code may represent “Report on the environmental impact of the decline
of tin mining in Sweden in the 20th century“. This would be represented as a sequence of
Page 15 of 34
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numbers and punctuation. The complex code can be broken down into primitives such as
"Sweden" or "tin mining" (which itself could be broken down to "Tin" and "Mining").
Some specific BBC Lonclass examples (with explanatory labels):
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

R672:32.007(47)YELTSIN:342.518.1THATCHER “TWO SHOTS OF MARGARET
THATCHER AND BORIS YELTSIN”
[BRITISH AEROSPACE].007.11PEARCE: 656.881:342.518.1THATCHER “LETTER
TO MRS THATCHER FROM SIR AUSTIN PEARCE”
656.881:301.162.721:32.007THATCHER:
654.192.731TV-AM
THATCHER'S LETTER OF APOLOGY TO TV AM”
656.881:301.162.721 “LETTERS OF APOLOGY”
656.881 “LETTERS (POSTAL SERVICES)”
656.881:06.022.6 “RESIGNATION LETTERS”
654.192.731TV-AM “TV AM (TELEVISION AM)”

“MARGARET

Figure 15: Extract from a Lonclass document

In the next two sections we elaborate on Lonclass alignments with Geonames and Wordnet.
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3.2. Lonclass Geonames alignments

3.2.1. Geonames

The GeoNames database4 contains over 10M geographical names corresponding to over 7,5M
unique features. These features are categorized into feature classes and feature codes. Data is
stored with names of places in various languages, latitude, longitude, elevation, population,
administrative subdivision and postal codes. The coordinates use the World Geodetic System
1984 (WGS84).
3.2.2. Alignments

Part of the work in workpackage 7c is integrating Lonclass (the subject classification system
used by the BBC) in the demonstrators. A large amount of video material is annotated by
Lonclass statements and in order to connect it with the LOD (Linked Data Cloud) we created
an alignment between Lonclass locations and GeoNames locations. For example, if a BBC
documentary is annotated with the Lonclass location “London”, we can (via the alignment)
get more information about this location via GeoNames.
Lonclass codes can be thought of as compact but potentially complex sentences, built from
the thousands of base ‘words’ in the Lonclass dictionary. By mapping the basic pieces, the
words, to other data sources, we also enrich the compound sentences. We can’t map all of the
sentences as there can be infinitely many of them – it would be an expensive and neverending task. Take a Lonclass example for “Report on the environmental impact of the decline
of tin mining in Sweden in the 20th century“. This would be a jumble of numbers and
punctuation which I won’t trouble you with here. But if we parsed out that structure we can
see the complex code as built from primitives such as ‘tin mining’ (itself e.g. ‘Tin’ and
‘Mining’), ‘Sweden’, etc. By linking those identifiable parts to shared Web data, we also
learn more about the complex composite codes that use them. Wikipedia’s Sweden entry tells
us in English, “Sweden has land borders with Norway to the west and Finland to the
northeast, and water borders with Denmark, Germany, and Poland to the south, and Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, and Russia to the east.”. Increasingly this additional information is
available in machine-friendly form. Although right now we can’t learn about Sweden’s
borders from the bits of Wikipedia reflected into DBpedia’s Sweden entry, but UN FAO’s
geopolitical ontology does have this information and more in RDF form.
Purpose of the mapping: Linking an in-house annotation system to external, freely accessible
resources, has two possible advantages: (1) benefitting from additional knowledge that these
resources convey/model (or which they are linked to: DBpedia has links to WordNet and
GeoNames, thus enabling a user to benefit from the knowledge modeled in these resources
too) and (2) enabling users who do not have access to Lonclass (do not know the thesaurus’
content or do not have enough knowledge of English to be browsing a resource in English
only) to query the BBC’s dataset indexed with Lonclass.

4

www.geonames.org
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3.2.3. Results

In the mapping methods, we matched string in a locally downloaded RDF dump of
GeoNameswith geographic places in Lonclass, based on their Lonclass codes. The method
could benefit adding features for dealing with semantical and systematic errors.
Below is an abstract of a number of individual mappings:

(944SYDNEY) | http://sws.geonames.org/2147714/about.rdf
(520TOKYO) | http://sws.geonames.org/1850147/about.rdf
(59) | http://sws.geonames.org/2182504/about.rdf
(100) | http://sws.geonames.org/5031406/about.rdf
(581) | http://sws.geonames.org/1149361/about.rdf
(422.7GLOUCESTER) | http://sws.geonames.org/2648404/about.rdf
(421.221HAYMARKET) | http://sws.geonames.org/7161396/about.rdf
(42) | http://sws.geonames.org/2190503/about.rdf
(663) | http://sws.geonames.org/192950//about.rdf
(5-011) | http://sws.geonames.org/2157892/about.rdf
(752ANNAPOLIS) | http://sws.geonames.org/4347242/about.rdf
(663NAIROBI) | http://sws.geonames.org/184745//about.rdf
(428.3GLASGOW) | http://sws.geonames.org/2648579/about.rdf
Figure 16: example of Lonclass ↔ Geonames alignments

The

result

is

1000+

individual

mappings

http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ronny/lonclass-geonames.txt
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3.3. Lonclass Wordnet alignments

3.3.1. Wordnet

WordNet5 is a lexical database for the English language. It groups English words into sets of
synonyms called synsets, provides short, general definitions, and records the various semantic
relations between these synonym sets.
The WordNet's database contains 155,000+ words organized in 110.000+ synsets for a total
of 200.000+ word-sense pairs. There is distinction between nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs because they follow different grammatical rules—it does not include prepositions,
determiners etc. Every synset contains a group of synonymous words or collocations.
3.3.2. Alignments

Lonclass is a thesaurus in English, with a compositional semantics approach to term creation.
Mapping its terms to WordNet brings several possible benefits. Firstly, WordNet models the
linguistic and conceptual structures of the part of the English language that it describes, hence
linguistic and conceptual relationships could be inferred from the Lonclass terms mapped to
WordNet. These relationships can enhance the search in the BBC archive annotated with
Lonclass: quasi-synonyms of search terms can be linked to official Lonclass terms, antonyms
can be related to provide opposite topics to the ones queried for, which can be interesting in
research or for serendipitous browsing. Search terms can be expanded with their hypernyms
in a classic query expansion perspective. The second potential benefits form a mapping of
Lonclass to WordNet is the network of WordNets in different languages linked to the English
WordNet. This gives access to a multilingual search interface to the BBC archive’s part
indexed with Lonclass, and the possibility to display search results with their descriptions in
other languages. This has been experimented and presented at the demo day in Korea.
Mapping method
We extracted the list of all the terms from the Lonclass thesaurus and did a string comparison
with the labels from the Synsets of WordNet 3.0. The outcome was of about a thousand
terms’ mapping. A random sample evaluation gave satisfactory results: no polysemy or
homonymy problem seemed to arise. We also tried out partial mappings: mappings of parts
of Lonclass terms to WordNet synset label. This method gave rise to many more mappings,
but the semantics of the relationship was hard to derive automatically, hence they were not
exploited in the first version of the BBC demonstrator shown in Korea.
Success story/drawbacks:
WordNet has mostly single words labels to represent synsets, whereas Lonclass has a
majority of multiword terms: the most interesting terms to be mapped are complex notions.
Different lexical representations might be used to represent concepts in the two resources, the
most basic difference being singular vs plural form. WordNet defines very fine grained
semantic differences between their synsets (for example, “hen” has a synset representing a
5

wordnet.princeton.edu
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generic female bird, one for the female adult chicken and one for the flesh of an old chicken)
and it is not possible to distinguish between different senses automatically with our method:
we do a simple string comparison of the labels of the Lonclass terms with the ones of the
synsets. We can reach an optimal mapping by simple string comparison only in the case when
there is only one synset defined in WordNet for the Lonclass term.

3.4. Results

Find below a sample of a string comparison between terms from the Lonclass thesaurus
labels from the Synsets of WordNet 3.0. This sample show terms, Lonclass and and type of
word.
abduction, 343.435,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/abduction-noun-2
absence, .004.78,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/absence-noun-4
abuse, .004.15,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/pervert-verb-3
accommodation, .006,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/adjustment-noun-1
accountability, .008.23,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/accountability-noun-1
accumulation, .002.73,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/collection-noun-1
administration, 338.988.5,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/presidency-noun-1
admiration, 159.958.3,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/wonder-noun-1
adoption, 362.733,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/borrowing-noun-1
adultery, 173.1,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/adultery-noun-1
advent, 398.332.38,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/advent-noun-1
advice, 301.162.776,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/advice-noun-1
aftermath, .004.1,
http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/consequence-noun-2
again and again, 784.3AGAIN,

Figure 17: Match between the Lonclass thesaurus and labels from the Synsets of WordNet 3.0.

All result can be downloaded from http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ronny/lonclass-wordnet30.txt
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4.

Gathering datasets for automated alignment algorithms
4.1. Introduction

Currently the genre alignments are done manually. Ongoing research within WP1 is to apply
automatic algorithms. One popular branch of algorithms that we will evaluate are the socalled “instance-based matching” approach. These algorithms need a dataset of instances
where each item is classified in two different sources.
For example, the “pink panther” movie both appears on IMDB and FreeBase, and therefore
we know that the genres from both sources are related to each other. The more 'evidence' we
gather via overlapping instances, the more precise we can identify which genres from both
sources are probably identical.

Figure 18: The Pink Panther on IMDB, c.f. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0057413/
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4.2. Results

We have gathered a large dataset of movie titles that are annotated with the genres from both
IMDB and FreeBase.
Extracts of the results of these algorithms can be found in Figure 19 and Figure 20. The full
results can be found at http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ronny/title2freebase-genre-ft.txt and
http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ronny/title2imdb-genre-ft.txt.
The+Armstrongs|Documentary,Drama
The+Greatest+Adventure:+Stories+from+the+Bible|Children's television series
Vis+Unda+20000?|Game show
Rosie+Live|Television special
MegaStructures|Documentary
Take+Your+Pick|Game show
Mischief+Makers|Children's television series
Fort+Boyard|Game show
Ground+Zero:+Victory+Road|Educational television
The+Caribou+Show|Sketch
The+Trials+of+Life|Documentary
Kyaa+Kahein|Supernatural
Ocean+Star|Children's television series
HushHush|Teen drama
Conquer+the+Castle|Reality
Barmy+Aunt+Boomerang|Children's television series
The+Killian+Curse|Horror
A.D.|Miniseries
Kya+Aap+Banaingay+Crorepati?|Game show
Battleplan|Military
Battlefield+Detectives|Documentary
The+Shari+Lewis+Show|Children's television series

Figure 19: Extract: Freebase URI to genre mapping

The+Super+Hero+Squad+Show|Animation
The+Human+Body|Documentary
The+Shopping+Bags|Documentary
Oprah+After+The+Show|Talk-Show
Day+Off|Comedy
Baryshnikov+on+Broadway|Music
The+Amber+Time+Machine|Documentary
Human+Giant|Comedy
The+Killian+Curse|Thriller
Distinguished+Artists|Talk-Show
BrainTeaser|Game-Show
Record+Breakers|Documentary
Big+Cook|Family
Pursuit|Drama
Disney+Channel+Games+2006|Family
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Night+Court|Comedy
Building+the+Great+Pyramid|Animation
Maxie's+World|Animation
The+Ritz|Comedy
1+Day+With|Drama
No+Hiding+Place|Crime
Pants-Off+Dance-Off|Music
Pyramid|Game-Show
The+House+of+Eliott|Drama
Robert+Montgomery+Presents|Drama
Wojeck|Drama
Israel's+Secret+Weapon|Documentary
So+NoTORIous|Comedy
Jul+i+Skomakergata|Family
VP|Comedy

Figure 20: Extract: IMDB Title to genre mapping
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5.

Semantic annotations of services

5.1. Introduction

In order to support annotation of a variety of services, such as WSDL services as well as
REST APIs, the EC-funded project SOA4ALL6, has developed iServe7 a novel and open
platform for publishing semantic annotations of services based on a direct application of
linked data principles iServe supports publishing service annotations as linked data—Linked
Services—expressed in terms of a simple conceptual model that is suitable for both human
and machine consumption and abstracts from existing heterogeneity around service kinds and
annotation formalisms.
Within NoTube, the basic feature is the matching of heterogeneous users’ profiles, e.g.
including interests, preferences and activity data, and user contexts (e.g. current location and
viewing device) to filter and deliver TV content from a variety of sources. Addressing this
particular use case in a service-oriented manner involves selecting and orchestrating between
numerous services that provide various functionality, for instance, to aggregate users’ topic
interests based on their social networking activities, retrieve electronic program guide (EPG)
data from various sources, and provide recommendations based on a dedicated algorithm. To
support the highly service-oriented nature of the project, two major goals need to be
supported: (1) support of distributed developers with lightweight service annotations, and (2)
support of application automation with Semantic Web Service brokerage. To support these
goals, we deploy and adapt iServe and IRS-III as SWS frameworks.
5.2. Publishing semantic annotations of services

iServe uses what can be considered the maximum common denominator between existing
SWS formalisms which we refer to as the Minimal Service Model (MSM). The MSM, first
introduced together with WSMO-Lite and hRESTS, is thus a simple RDF(S) ontology able to
capture (part of) the semantics of both Web services and Web APIs in a common model.
MSM is extensible to benefit from the added expressivity of other formalisms. The Minimal
Service Model and WSMO-Lite is given in Figure 21, defining Services as having a number
of Operations each of which have an Input, Output MessageContent, and Faults.

6
7

http://www.soa4all.eu/
http://iserve.kmi.open.ac.uk
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Figure 21: iServe conceptual model for services – The Minimal Service Model and WSMO-Lite

5.3. Results

As an initial step, lightweight service semantics are generated, stored and exposed in an
explorable way to support the NoTube developers in finding and reusing appropriate services.
NoTube adopts the iServe environment by utilising the iServe+ and SmartLink tools which
cater for additional NoTube-specific requirements, which operates on top of the iServe RDF
store. In addition, the general-purpose service taxonomy used by iServe ServiceFinder
ontology was extended with a service classification specific to the NoTube domain.
Figure 22 depicts an extract of the RDF description of a particular NoTube service

(LUPEDIA8) which performs a lookup of free text in DBPedia in order to allow enrichment
of EPG metadata with additional DBPedia entities. Besides the utilisation of model
references to external vocabularies – please note the highlighted reference
(<sa:modelReference>) at the bottom – the listing also highlights some of the integrative
elements which had been utilized within NoTube. For instance, the <so:hasGoal>-property
refers to a particular WSMO goal instance within IRS-III to cater for our model referencing
approach.

8

http://lupedia.ontotext.com/
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<rdf:RDF xmlns:so="http://www.purl.org/vocabularies/service-ontology#"
xmlns:msm="http://cms-wg.sti2.org/ns/minimal-service-model"
xmlns:saw="http://www.w3.org/ns/sawsdl#”...>
<rdf:Description
rdf:about="http://lupedia.ontotext.com/lookup#text2rdfa">
<so:hasContactPerson>Stefan Dietze</so:hasContactPerson>
<so:hasGoal>GET-LUPEDIA-ENTITIES-GOAL</so:hasGoal>
<msm:hasInput
rdf:resource="http://lupedia.ontotext.com/lookup/input#lookupText"/>
<msm:hasOutput
rdf:resource="http://lupedia.ontotext.com/lookup/output#lookupResult"/>
…
<so:hasOneLiner>Lookup of free text in DBPedia based on entity recognition and
DBPedia lookup.</so:hasOneLiner>
<msm:hasOperation
rdf:resource="http://lupedia.ontotext.com/lookup/#text2rdfa"/>
<sa:modelReference rdf:resource="http://www.servicefinder.eu/ontologies/ServiceCategories#Multimedia"/>
<sa:modelReference rdf:resource="http://www.servicefinder.eu/ontologies/ServiceCategories#Content"/>
…
</rdf:Description>
…
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://lupedia.ontotext.com/lookup/output#lookupResult">
<sa:modelReference rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/data/Entity"/>
</rdf:Description
…
</rdf:RDF>

Figure 22: RDF-excerpt of LUPedia service description based on MSM

The following screenshot depicts the query interface of SmartLink, which allows to query for
services. Service matchmaking is being achieved by matching a set of core properties (input,
output, keywords) or submitting more comprehensive SPARQL queries.

Figure 23: SmartLink service query interface as utilized in NoTube.

Figure 24 shows the WSMO description (in OCML) of the same NoTube service (LUPEDIA )

and a corresponding WSMO goal (GET-LUPEDIA-ENTITIES-GOAL. Besides the I/O
definitions (“has-text” and “has-lupedia-entities”) the listing also shows the grounding
definitions that determine how the WSMO goal invocation instance is grounded to the
underlying Web service. The grounding consists of three key definitions (highlighted in the
Listing):
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• The definition of the service listener (GET-LUPEDIA-ENTITIES-WS-PUBLISHERINFORMATION);
• The lowering definition defining the lowering from the semantic level (WSMO/OCML
instances) into the input parameters of the Web service (LOWER-FOR-GET-LUPEDIAENTITIES-GOAL, not shown in full detail);
• The lifting definition which describes the lifting of service execution results into
WSMO/OCML instances (LIFT-FOR-GET-LUPEDIA-ENTITIES-GOAL, not shown in
full detail). The lifting defines a rule for parsing and handling the XML result of the
LUPEDIA service.
(DEF-CLASS GET-LUPEDIA-ENTITIES-GOAL (GOAL)
((HAS-INPUT-ROLE :VALUE has-text)
(HAS-OUTPUT-ROLE :VALUE has-lupedia-entities)
(has-text :TYPE String)
(has-lupedia-entities :TYPE List)))
…
(DEF-CLASS GET-LUPEDIA-ENTITIES-WS-PUBLISHER-INFORMATION (PUBLISHER-INFORMATION)
((HAS-WEB-SERVICE-HOST :VALUE "lupedia.ontotext.com")
(HAS-WEB-SERVICE-LOCATION :VALUE "/lookup/text2xml")))
(DEF-RULE LOWER-FOR-GET-LUPEDIA-ENTITIES-GOAL
…)
(DEF-RULE LIFT-FOR-GET-LUPEDIA-ENTITIES-GOAL
…
(extract-lupedia-entities-from-xml ?xml ?list-of-lupedia-entities)
if
(= ?list-of-lupedia-entities
(setofall ?lupedia-entity
(and
(#_xml:rootElement ?xml ?rootEl)
(#_xml:contents ?rootEl ?rootContents)
(member ?lookupsEl ?rootContents)
(#_xml:tag ?lookupsEl "lookups")
(#_xml:contents ?lookupsEl ?lookupsContents)
(member ?instanceURIEl ?lookupsContents)
(#_xml:tag ?instanceURIEl "instanceUri")
(#_xml:contents ?instanceURIEl (?instanceURIContents))
(#_xml:value ?instanceURIContents ?instance-uri)
(member ?classURIEl ?lookupsContents)
(#_xml:tag ?classURIEl "instanceClass")
(#_xml:contents ?classURIEl (?classURIContents))
(#_xml:value ?classURIContents ?class-uri)
(= ?lupedia-entity (#_LUPediaEntity
?instance-uri
?class-uri)))))))

Figure 24: WSMO/OCML-code of LUPedia service.
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6.

Korean WordNet RDF/OWL conversion and SPARQL API

6.1. Introduction

A multilingual service is one of the NoTube’s services allowing a user to interact with the
NoTube system using his/her language preference. It is useful to have the same language
resource when developing such multilingual service as it can automatically translate a word
into different languages. For example, English WordNet has been converted into different
language including Dutch and German and for this purpose, Korean WordNet has been
developed.
Korlex 1.5 (Korean WordNet) released in 2007 was developed by the Pusan University in
Korea and it was based on English WordNet 2.0. Starting from a leaf node in a hierarchy, it
directly translated the node into a corresponding Korean word. The resulting dataset therefore
missed many Korean words most of them are frequently used in Korean but less frequently
referred in English. For each missing word, based on a Korean Frequency dictionary, high
frequent nouns and verbs were included manually.
Korlex has the same class and property definitions with the English WordNet. However, in
order to reflect Korean specific features, two new properties were created: (1)
accOf(synset1,synset2): synset2 is an intransitive verb of synset1; and (2)
inacc(synset1,synset2): synset2 is transitive verb of synset1. The Korean WordNet was stored
in a RDB format. Following the NoTube’s semantic model, it was converted into a
RDF/OWL format and using the KT internal storage, it was populated into a triple store and
web-based API SPARQL endpoint was made.
6.2. Results

Using the WordNet API, we developed an iPhone application that allows a user to search KT
VOD DB by English. It takes terms in English as an input, convert them into Korean words
and returns matching VOD lists. Figure 1 shows the screenshots of the application. The Left
frame returns content lists which share some characters with the ‘winter’. When a user clicks
the ‘translate button’, it retrieves the Korean word (‘
’) of the ‘winter’ and finds relevant
contents.
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Figure 25: KT IPTV contents search interface
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8.

Appendix
This section contains schema’s used in this document.
8.1. DWH Architecture

Figure 26: The notube EPG architecture

8.2. TV Model: BBC Programmes Ontology
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Figure 27: BBC PO, c.f. http://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/programmes
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8.3. TV anytime

Figure 28: TV Anytime, c.f. http://www.tv-anytime.org/
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8.4. EPG datacloud
Dump from the EPG datacloud, cf: http://services.notube.tv/epg/cloud.php
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